ORIGINAL EMAIL

(NB: “This morning” refers to a meeting I had Peter Bassett, partner, and Jeanette Dunworth, HR,
at which Dunworth told me: “because of communication from Mr Ladsky claiming that “your
website contains anti-Semitic comments” it has been decided that to protect you and KPMG it
would be best you no longer have access to the internet”.
They did NOT show me what Andrew David Ladsky had accused me of (it required my battling
with KPMG to finally get a copy of his highly redacted 26.03.07 letter, 7 months later (section 7
KPMG page).
They KNEW that the accusations – they very clearly did not challenge – were false.
They KNEW about the criminal activities Ladsky and his gang of racketeers had, and were
continuing to carry out against me from, among other, from KPMG’s previously associated firm of
solicitors, McGrigors that had, by end Mar 07 looked at 81 pages of my website (by end Apr
07 it had looked at 121 pages).
Events discussed under section 3.3 KPMG page.
As to “cutting my access to the internet” - in actual fact, they cut off my access to ALL the network
FOR 24 DAYS (with a predictable impact on me: section 4 KPMG page).
The emails I forwarded to Bassett were the 16.03.07 and 20.03.07 emails ‘from’ ‘Trainee
Detective Constable of the Community Support Unit, Simon J Dowling, Notting Hill
police,…
…accusing me (of course, without providing any evidence in support) of having: “committed a
crime” (thereby impersonating an investigative officer) (*), and of being “a Nazi because of my
franco-german (sic) origin”.

= Sent with the absolute back-up of the Jewish-Freemason ‘Brotherhood’ (Persecution # 6)
(*) In fact, looking at the Police Reform Act 2002:


section 38A- 'Standards powers and duties of community support officers';



Schedule 4- ‘Powers exercisable by police civilians’, Part 1- ‘Community support officers’
(which expands on s.38), and



Schedule 5…

…- it is abundantly clear that the statutory functions of a 'Community Support Officer' do NOT
include those of a (bent) investigating officer.
In his follow-on 02.04.07-14h46 email, Bassett wrote: “We do think these look a bit odd and ‘unpolice like”, (the ‘Brotherhood’ had to show some ‘disapproval’),…
… and suggested I sent them to KPMG’s head of security, (and for sure, an ex. cop), Jeremy
Nelson – which I did with my 03.04.07 email to Nelson. (section 3.4 KPMG page)

